The main event for the Professional Groundsman, Greenskeeper, Landscape Architect, Estate Owner and Manager, Site Operator and Local Authority Employee.

The finest opportunity to see a whole range of developments, discuss services and techniques with experts, and check-test the latest in machinery and equipment.

**Venue:** The Royal Windsor Racecourse, Maidenhead Road, Windsor, Berkshire. **Dates:** 16th, 17th and 18th September 1986. **Times:** 10 am till 5 pm daily. **Entrance:** By Catalogue £1.50. Complimentary admission to IoG Members.

**How to get there:** (Windsor is just 22 miles west of London). **By Road:** A few minutes off the M4 Motorway (Junction 6) on the Windsor-Maidenhead road (A308). Ample car parking facilities available at £1.50 per vehicle. Coaches free. **By Rail:** Frequent services to Windsor from Waterloo, Reading and Paddington with connections to all parts of the country. A complimentary coach service direct to the Exhibition grounds will operate each morning and afternoon from Windsor & Eaton Central and Riverside stations. **By Air:** Close to London Heathrow and convenient also for London Gatwick airports.

Organised annually by:
The Institute of Groundsmanship, 19-23 Church Street, The Agora, Wolverton, Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire, MK12 5LG
Telephone: Milton Keynes (0908) 311856
Golf’s modern dilemma

ON a recent visit to Scotland, I had what I suspect must be the classic illustration of ‘black and white’ golf clubs. On consecutive days in August, a doctor friend and I, both adequate golfers and he a respectable past captain, decided to play Gleneagles and Blairgowrie – the King’s and Rosemount courses.

Gleneagles was exceptionally well-presented for the visiting golfer, from locker-room to putting green. The course itself was a joy and, to my delight, the greens were sufficiently fast to induce my opponent to four-putt the first! All the staff we encountered, from starter to steward, greenstaff to waitress, were helpful and polite, non more so than the ranger who appeared astride a Honda three-wheeler on the sixth fairway to encourage a husband and wife from Tokyo to step aside in the cause of speeding up play. It was money well spent.

Rosemount, by contrast, was a great disappointment. I had last played there some 25 years ago and remembered it as ‘The Sunningdale of Scotland’, which it isn’t now. The course, changed by the addition of a couple of the dullest holes built anywhere, had greens that were slow and bright green. They were so spongy, even in August, that any shot left a pitch mark, a great number of which remained unrepaired. The greens were not good in August, so you wonder what they are like in a wet February.

Our enjoyment was further spoilt by a member in charge of a fourball who, despite two requests from the doctor, steadfastly refused to let our twoball through from the fourteenth green to the home hole. Whatever it costs, Blairgowrie overcharges.

I believe that these two incidents are really what golf is all about today and by ‘golf’ I mean course maintenance and presentation – if it’s no fun to play, it’s no fun to pay. Those who can pay, will buy the best and those who can’t, will be left with the soggy bogs.

Scotland is also in the news on another more important front. SIGGA is the first of the three greenkeeping associations to commit itself to the proposed British and International Golf Greenkeepers’ Association (see page 13). Well done, gentlemen! EIGGA is in the process of a postal ballot, the result of which will be announced at a series of branch EGMs on October 1. The BGGA is rumoured to have said yes but, apparently, the association is waiting till after the declaration of the EIGGA result to announce its position.

A previous headline in Greenkeeper may have been misleading or misunderstood. ‘BIGGA may not necessarily be better’ (page 3, July issue) was a statement made to encourage rank and file members of all the associations to ask those charged with the responsibility of discussion and negotiation searching questions regarding BIGGA in order that as many of the wrinkles be ironed out at the start so members cannot say afterwards “I didn’t know.”

A united greenkeeping fraternity must make sense and, no doubt, BIGGA will be the start, with no loss of the ideals and progress that have characterised SIGGA and EIGGA since their respective splits from the BGGA.
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**ONE MORNING AT OVERPAR GOLF COURSE**

**HOW'S IT GOING, GEORGE?**

**THAT FLORANID'S FANTASTIC!**

**YES, IT'S GOT MORE SLOW RELEASE NITROGEN THAN ANY OTHER FERTILISER, AND IT ONLY RELEASES WHEN YOU'VE GOT THE RIGHT WEATHER CONDITIONS FOR GROWTH**

**AND YOU GET LESS Withering IN Drought CONDITIONS TOO**

**AND THAT CUTS OUT SUDDEN FLUSHES OF GROWTH, YELLING, PATCHINESS, AND SAVES ON MOWING**

**TERIBLE, THIS FERTILISER HAS SCORCHED THE GREENS, THE FAIRWAYS ARE GROWING LIKE MAD... AND I'M RUN OFF MY FEET.**
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YOU SHOULD TRY THIS NEW FLORANID SLOW RELEASE FERTILISER

IT'S PERFECTLY SAFE - YOU CAN EVEN USE IT WHEN IT'S FROSTY. IT WON'T SCORCH OR LEACH OUT LATER.

A FEW WEEKS LATER

LOOK AT THE DIFFERENCE FLORRI.

THERE'S LESS WEAR WITH FLORANID

THAT'S BECAUSE IT IMPROVES ROOT DEVELOPMENT

IT'S EVEN PUT SOME GREEN ON THE BARE PATCHES!

LUCK RED GREENS IMPROVE PUTTING!

BETTER COLOUR
LESS MOWING
QUICKER RECOVERY
STRONGER, HEALTHIER GROWTH
BETTER VALUE FOR MONEY

Floranid is a BASF trade mark.
A RETURN TO HAND MOWING

By Chris Mardon, course manager at West Malling GC, Kent

IT IS well known that the first golf courses relied upon 'nature's greenkeepers,' such as rabbits, sheep and cattle, to maintain grass at a reasonable level. Indeed, the earliest greens were sited on areas inhabited most intensely by animals.

The comparatively recent invention of the cylinder mower heralded a new age. They required brute strength to push and pull and some were so heavy, horse power had to be utilised. Grouped together, cylinder mowers formed gang mowers.

Lighter models came in to cut greens and eventually engines were fitted to drive the cylinders, cuts per yard being dictated by the operator's walking speed. Finally, self-propelled mowers were developed.

The arrival of the Ransomes Overgreen enabled the task of cutting greens to be speeded up and also developed a new mowing pattern of half light and half dark, similar in appearance to fairways mowed with trained gangs. The Overgreen was the first 'triplex' and, having no hydraulics, required great skill by the operator to turn at the ends, which produced a unique mowing pattern.

Many golf clubs stuck to pedestrian mowing until the early 1970s when the first modern triplices arrived from the USA. At this time, Britain was suffering from inflation and a wages explosion. Triplex mowers could replace men and save time. Well, that was the theory!

The popularity of triplices grew along with the increase in the popularity of golf which, with the increase in the number of players, put pressure on pedestrian mowers. Inflation's spiral continued and more clubs bought triplices. There were more golfers, more competitions, more pressure for greens to be cut at weekends.

The now discredited greenkeeping practices of these times, over-watering and over-fertilisation, increased the need for more frequent cutting of 'lush' greens, so more clubs bought triplices. Hand mowers almost disappeared, some clubs had none.

Triplex mowers had now become the norm and there were some benefits. Scarifying and verti-cutting were much easier. Frequent cutting and an early start enabled greenkeepers to keep ahead of play. However, all was not wonderful with triplice mowers. The constant clean up pattern around greens caused a new bogey - 'Triplex Ring'. Damage to turf on collars and approaches brought wear to these areas and, worst of all, hydraulic leak damage.

Meanwhile, in America, the land that spawned the modern triplice, many clubs returned to pedestrian mowing. It's now the norm for the majority of wealthier clubs.

Progress in the USA, as we have seen, has advanced the triplice mower from cutting greens and approaches, to cutting and boxing off clippings on fairways. This policy has found its way across the Atlantic. Walter Woods now cuts the Old Course fairways at St Andrews using triplice mowers and with encouraging results.

In the UK, while the triplice revolution was under way, the pedestrian mower maintained one bastion, the professional tour. The PGA European Tour, paying lip service to consistent course preparation, encouraged all tournament venues to cut with pedestrian mowers, as did the R & A for Open Championships, although Royal Lytham in 1979 and Royal St George's in 1981 were exceptions.

West Malling Golf Club was built as recently as 1974 and really knew no other mowing practice than the triplice. While preparing last year's budget, I estimated that the two triplices owned by the club would need replacement. They were both ageing and, during 1984, had proved unreliable.

In recent times, the almighty dollar had outshone the pound and this dramatically altered the cost of new American triplices. Enquiries showed an almost weekly increase in prices. Spare parts, always expensive, had reached absurd levels. One glance at repair bills helped me to decide that an alternative should be sought.

Pedestrian mowing always appealed to me. Apart from the generally accepted improved appearance of greens cut by hand, I had always enjoyed operating these machines for the feel and closer contact you achieved with turf.

My trip to Windsor in 1984 allowed a thorough investigation of all available pedestrian mowing machines, costs and availability, along with current prices of triplices.

After opting for a return to pedestrian mowing, I approached my maintenance crew with some ideas and a discussion of the practicalities ensued. I was very pleased by their enthusiastic response and now had to convince the club management that our new ideas would be of substantial benefit to all.

I worked out my case carefully. With five staff, we would need five mowers. I prepared a chart showing comparative purchase costs (fig 1). Annual service costs would be an important factor and so was the average life expectancy. As can be seen, the capital cost per year, the initial cost divided by the likely lifetime, showed a considerable saving for five pedestrian mowers against one triplice.

The next thing to consider was labour costs (fig 2). At West Malling, we have 20 greens - 18 on the golf course, a putting green and a practice chipping green. Triplices seemed to have good labour cost advantages, but if
men and mowers were being sent to all parts of the course, we performed numerous other essential tasks (fig 3). In order to transport men and equipment about the course, we looked at what we had available.

As one area could easily be covered by walking, we needed four vehicles. The Cushman was an obvious choice. We had an old van that could cope with another area. Two tractors could be used with existing trailers to complete the transport arrangements at no extra cost to the club. Fuel requirements for these would be minimal, two being diesel powered. Regrettably, apart from special events, such as the captain’s day, club championship and open events, it is impractical to bring in all the staff to cut at weekends. Therefore, both sets of figures in fig 3 take account of triplex mowing at weekends.

It is assumed that the average regular mowing season lasts about 32 weeks, so it can be seen that, by incorporating other golf course tasks into the mowing pattern, the increased efficiency of labour usage produced another saving.

In order to achieve this, however, it was necessary to purchase extra hole cutters, lifting hooks, rakes, etc. A large part of our 1984 budget had been spent on spare parts and fig 4 shows a comparison of spare part costs and a fuel cost comparison. This saving multiplied by five days per week over the 32-week season shows a fuel saving cost of some £300 per season.

Most important was how we intended to divide the work. Initially, we decided to allocate each man that could cope with another area to a starting point - the 1st and 10th
Throughout the country top sporting venues and personalities rely on J-Range grass mixtures for the ideal playing surface. Hardwearing, good colour and close growth make J-Range mixture first choice for all sports. The J-Range includes special mixtures for amenity, landscaping and reclamation too!

A series of specially formulated mixtures gives you a grass for every purpose and there's also a range of wild flower species. And a unique range of reclamation mixtures.

If you wish to make up your own mixtures we can supply the quality cultivars you need including Waldorf, Dawson, Banner, Parade, Arno, Scaldis and Merlin.

We've over 160 years of experience—it's yours for the asking. Talk to us now about:

J Range
SPORTS AND AMENITY GRASSES

W. W. JOHNSON & SON LTD., LONDON ROAD, BOSTON, LINCS PE21 8AD. Tel: BOSTON (0205) 65051
Branches at Haydock, Merseyside and Woodley, Berks.
West Malling holes.
A rota scheme that encompassed our important ideal of daily mowing was evolved. Fig 5 shows it with a five-man crew, five-day week and 20 greens. This gives each man four greens per day and easily lends itself to a five-week rota. We divided each area into a route and decided that we should all take one of the greens played first. As a starting point, the figures to the right indicate the greens covered by each operator.

Starting at about 7am each morning, holes 1, 2, 10, 11 and 12 are cut first. By 7.30am, holes 3, 4 and 13 are cut well ahead of play. The figures under bunkers are the number on each hole and the total is for the route. Tees are changed as the men pass by on their route.

On day one of week one, operator one works route one. On day two of week one, he works route two and so on. The others move around as indicated. With this information clearly presented, the club management readily agreed to try hand mowing.

The system has worked even better than expected. Starting daily at 7am, we can cut all 20 greens, rake all 53 bunkers and, when necessary, change all holes and tees and be back in the shed before 9am, well in front of any golfers. Should anyone be on holiday or off sick, we have a four-man rota, which works almost as well. Adopting this system has given our ageing triplex an extended lease of life and taken the pressure off.

One machine is now used exclusively for collars and approaches and these areas have shown a vast improvement. We also use this machine for regular verti-cutting. The other machine's role is to cut greens at weekends and to cover the other triplex should the need arise.

Running costs have improved. Fuel expenditure is well down, as is the purchase of spares. There are undoubted improvements in quality and appearance of greens. Pressure has been taken off the tees mower and I now have no fears of being caught out by mechanical breakdown as I have adequate back up in all areas. I have eliminated 'Triplex Ring' and collar damage and have ensured that tees and bunkers are looked after on a more positive daily basis.

I have instilled a greater sense of pride and achievement in my crew, which now has more time for other maintenance tasks. For West Malling Golf Club, hand mowing works. It will probably work for your club, too. Sizes of greens, access problems, transport, availability of suitable, reliable staff will all need to be considered but, in my opinion, the balance has changed and, even if it costs your club more, the aesthetic and turf benefits make it well worthwhile.

After all, it is accepted that the single most important golf course maintenance operation, cutting the greens, is improved most by the quality of the cutting equipment employed, the skill of the operator and the frequency with which it is used!

---

Sportsground Services Scotland

Verti-Drain for hire
Most areas considered
Very competitive rates

Tel: Maybole (0655) 83251
JOIN THE GROWING LIST OF THOSE WHO HAVE USED THE PROFESSIONALS

MAJOR
Engage SCC's land army for all your maintenance, course improvements, construction, landscaping and hiring needs.

CAPTAIN
All types of turf care equipment for hire.

S/C/C Lands Maintenance Ltd
12 Foxburrow Close, Haverhill, Suffolk CB9 9JJ. Tel.: Haverhill 62369

GOLF COURSE

Many a reputation has been won and lost on the tees and greens. Ours has grown and grown over the years with leading clubs throughout Britain proud of their Rolawn turf.

Rolawn turf is:

- mature
- quick and easy to lay
- weed-free
- always matchable
- of uniform thickness
- locally-grown

Inspect the growing turf at any of our Turf Production Units located throughout the country.
Contact us direct for details of your nearest unit and turf availability.

Enhance your reputation — make sure it's Rolawn.

ROLAWN OF COURSE!
Rolawn Ltd., Elvington, York Y04 5AR. Telephone (24 hours): (0904 85) 661